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GENERAL INFORMATION

The Tixylix™ Baby and Child Monitor allows you to listen to your little one 
when you are in a different room.  

The Tixylix™ Baby and Child Monitor is a listening device with two parts: 
a baby unit and a parent unit.  By placing the baby unit close to your little 
oneÊs bed and keeping the parentÊs unit close to you, you can hear your little 
one when you are in another room.

We have added a night light to soothe and comfort your little one as they go 
to sleep, as well as a light display which shows you if your little one stirs, even 
if you have the sound turned right down.

The range of both the parent unit and the baby unit could be increased if 
used in an open space.  The range of use varies considerably and is influenced 
by certain environmental conditions such as interference caused by the 
presence of metallic structures, magnetic fields, other electrical appliances or 
if the batteries (if used) are not fully charged.

IMPORTANT:  
The unit must never be placed in your babyÊs cot. 
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

When Using the Mains Adaptors:

Power Supply :  230V 50Hz
Output Voltage :  6V 200mA, 1.2VA

� Only use the mains adaptors supplied.  The use of different adaptors could  
 cause damage to the device and create a hazard to the user.

� Remove any batteries (if used) before using the AC adaptors.

� Regularly check the adaptors and only use if the adaptors and cables are intact.

Each unit can alternatively be used with 4 x AAA batteries (not supplied).
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

When Using Batteries:

To insert batteries, unscrew the battery covers at the back of the units.  
Insert the batteries, observing the correct polarity.  Replace the battery covers 
and screw back into place.

When the low battery indicator lights up, showing that the battery power is low, 
replace the batteries immediately or remove the batteries from each unit and 
connect to the AC adaptors.

� Do not mix old and new or different types of batteries.  

� Exhausted batteries should be removed immediately.

� Do not use rechargeable batteries.

� Do not attempt to recharge non rechargeable batteries.

� The supply terminals are not to be short circuited.  

� Batteries should only be handled under adult supervision.  If batteries leak  
 and come into contact with the skin or eyes, wash well with clean water.  

� Dispose of batteries safely according to battery manufacturer's instructions.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

Baby Unit :

CHANNEL l/ OFF/ CHANNEL ll
This is the main power switch.  To minimise interference, this unit has 2 channels.  Select 
either Channel l or Channel ll for use (whichever offers the clearest reception in your home).  

NOTE:  Both the baby unit and the parent unit must be set to the same channel.

POWER INDICATOR
The red power indicator will light up to indicate power supply.

LOW BATTERY INDICATOR
If using batteries, when the battery power is low, the low battery indicator will light 
up. If this happens, remove the batteries and connect to the AC adaptor or replace 
the batteries immediately. 

MICROPHONE
Place the baby unit approximately 60cm from your baby, with the microphone facing him/her.

REMEMBER: 
THE UNIT SHOULD NEVER BE PLACED IN YOUR BABYÊS COT.  
Keep the unit and adaptor cord out of the reach of your baby and children.

NIGHT LIGHT
Press the night light  button to turn the night light on.  Press it again to turn the 
night light off. 

Power indicator 

Low Battery indicator Microphone

Night-Light

Night-Light on/offChannel I/off/Channel II
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

Parent Unit :

CHANNEL l/ OFF/ CHANNEL ll
This is the main power switch.  To minimise interference, this unit has 2 channels.  Select 
either Channel l or Channel ll for use (whichever offers the clearest reception in your home).  

NOTE:  Both the baby unit and the parent unit must be set to the same channel.

POWER INDICATOR
The red power indicator will light up to indicate power supply.

LOW BATTERY INDICATOR
If using batteries, when the battery power is low, the low battery indicator will light up.  
If this happens, remove the batteries and connect to the AC adaptor or replace the 
batteries immediately. 

SPEAKER
The sounds transmitted from the baby unit can be heard through the speaker.  The parent 
unit should be kept within hearing distance and sight of a responsible adult at all times.

OUT OF RANGE INDICATOR
The out of range indicator will light up green when the parent unit has been moved out 
of range from which it can receive transmission from the baby unit. If this happens, the 
parent unit should immediately be moved closer to the baby unit. 

SOUND LEVEL LIGHT INDICATOR
The stronger the sound that is being received from the baby unit, the more green lights 
will light up.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

Precautions:
1. Keep the unit and adaptor cord out of the reach of your baby and children, to 
 avoid strangulation.

2. The Baby Monitor is designed only to monitor the sound of your child. It is not
 a medical device.  It should not be used as a substitute for proper adult supervision.

3. In order to avoid any possibility of lost power supply during use, due to   
 exhausted batteries, it is recommended that the AC adaptor is used with the  
 baby and parent units whenever possible.  The transmission and reception will  
 also be improved.

4. Only use the baby monitor for its intended purpose, as described in this user manual.   
 It should not be used as a substitute for proper adult supervision.  Any other  
 form of use constitutes an improper use and could be dangerous.  The   
 manufacturer cannot be held liable for any damage caused by improper,    
 incorrect or unreasonable use, or if the unit is connected to electrical   
 installations which do not conform to safety regulations.

5. Read the user manual carefully before use and keep the manual for future   
 reference.

6. Ensure that both the parent and baby units are working properly before use  
 and are within the operating range.

7. Always ensure that the transmission can be received clearly in the area where  
 you will place the parent and baby units before use.

8. Do not use the AC adaptors with the units whilst there are batteries already 
 inserted.  To use the AC adaptors, first remove the batteries from the units.

9. Always remove the batteries from the units and unplug the adaptors if they are  
 not in use for long periods of time.

10. Ensure that the voltages of the AC adaptors are the same as your AC   
 power outlet.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE

Precautions (continued):
11.  Do not attempt to disassemble the units

12.  The monitors work by using public band frequencies (as required by law).  
  This means that the parent unit could receive signals or sounds from other  
  devices in close proximity and other devices in close proximity could receive  
  signals or sounds transmitted by your baby unit.  If this does occur,  it is   
  recommended that you switch to the other channel.

13.  The adaptor cables should always be fully unwound in order to prevent   
  the possibility of dangerous overheating.

14.  Before cleaning, changing batteries, or changing from adaptor to batteries, 
  always disconnect from the power supply by unplugging or removing the   
  batteries.

15.  If you no longer have need of the monitors and decide to dispose of them, 
  do so following local disposal regulations.

16.  When using any electrical appliance, certain important safety measures   
  must be observed, including the following:

  - use only the accessories and components provided

  - do not leave the appliance outdoors

  -  do not allow the appliance to come into contact with water or any   
   other liquid

  - do not expose any of the components to very humid conditions or to rain

  - do not use the appliance in proximity of fluorescent lights (neon) or other  
   electrical appliances, such as TV, electrical motors, etc. which could   
   interfere with transmission/reception quality

  - to be used by responsible adults only
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